Edgeless IQ In-ceiling Speakers

Product Release

Dual/Stereo

Single

NEW EDGELESS DESIGN
FOR BETTER AESTHETIC!

What does it take to reproduce the sound of a concert hall or the
soundtrack of a movie in any room, without having any obtrusive or
eye soring equipment? Very simple. It takes Earthquake Sound’s
newly re-designed Edgeless IQ in-ceiling speakers with dual
swiveling neodymium silk dome tweeters and low mass woven glass
fiber cone woofer.

+/-3dB Crossover Selector: allows you to
equalize and tailor the sound to the rooms acoustics
for a more well-rounded sound
Dual Silk NEO Tweeters: allows the listener to
direct the sound to create enveloping sound field

Low Mass Woven Glass Fiber Cone: This
high-end, light-weight, and stable cone provides a
more powerful and purer sound

Available in single and dual voice coil, as well as two different sizes,
the options and possibilities to achieve the precise and powerful
sound you desire are nearly endless.

PistonMax™ Technology:

With a pair of single voice coil IQ speakers you can adjust and aim
the swiveling tweeters to fit the acoustics of your room pin pointing
the “sweet spot” where the sound converges, enhancing your
listening experience.

Turn-N-Lock™ Mechanism: Makes fast,
efficient, safe, and professional installations easy!

The dual voice coil can produce both left and right signals. This
provides great stereo performance in hallways, bathrooms, or any
location where it would be considered impractical to mount two
ceiling speakers. And with the new elegant Edgeless design and
paintable grille, you can discreetly integrate the speakers into any
décor!
IQ speakers deliver deep, natural bass because of the patented
PistonMax™ technology that provides 20% more surface area.
Superb sonic accuracy is guaranteed by low mass woven glass fiber
cone woofer and silk dome tweeters. Additionally, you can customize
the sound of the speaker with mid-bass and tweeter adjustment
switches that optimize the sound to the acoustics of the room or your
personal preference.
IQ6S / IQ6D

IQ8S / IQ8D

Grille Diameter

8-13/16” (223mm)

10-1/2” (266.8mm)

Cut Out Hole

7-7/8” (200mm)

9-7/16” (240mm)

Mouting Depth

3-13/16” (95.5mm)

4-13/16” (121mm)

Adds 20% more surface area giving more air
pressure for a more powerful sound

Spring-Loaded Gold Plated Terminals:
Fast and easy to connect, the gold plate provides
superior connectivity

NEW Edgeless Design: Provides a better,
more discrete aesthetic to seamlessly integrate into
your home

Paintable Magnetic Grille: Paint the grille the
same color as the installation area and watch your
speaker virtually disappear

MSRP

IQ6S

$289.00/pair

IQ6D

$199.00/piece

IQ8S

$325.00/pair

IQ8D

$225.00/piece
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